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Naomi Lacy and Marlo Owczarzak working on personas. 
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PROBLEM SPACE AND END GOALS 

After conducting primary and secondary research, we concluded that our problem space was 

bounded by a nearly universal lack of perspective and the possession of inherent biases. All 

people are biased, but the degree and direction of bias that becomes an issue when 

confronting empathy and understanding in the interaction between social and political 

divides. The problem lies in finding a way to effectively, but gently, force the user to 

confront their biases and see the potential for harm in maintaining a narrow perspective.  

 

Initial paper prototype for the game 

Through discussion and research, our end goals started to become clear. We needed a way 

to foster empathy between those deep political divides while allowing the player to come to 

conclusions on their own and not punishing them based on their individual perspective.  

Getting the player from A (the starting point, whatever inherent biases the player may have) 

to Al (the state in the user where they’ve begun a slow journey towards understanding and 

empathy, which might be described as ‘B’) is accomplished in our design by helping people in 

need, people in the background of political divides. Refugees, women seeking abortions, 

victims of hate crimes and discrimination, the natural environment, and so on.  
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PERSONAS 

Megan Schmidt - 35, FEMALE, BI, SINGLE 

 
 Megan is a strong, determined, liberal African American 

woman from Portland, Oregon. She works as a researcher at 

Portland State University, studying marine biology. Her friends 

would describe her as very smart, very opinionated, and very 

determined.  

In her spare time, Megan rides her bike around Portland’s 

many bike trails and attends rallies for social activism. She 

also has a blog where she discusses news and research within 

the field of marine biology. She believes that voting is a 

responsibility of the people and takes politics seriously.  

Megan does not openly practice any religious beliefs, and she considers herself agnostic but 

spiritual and open-minded.  She hasn’t been in any recent meaningful relationships due to 

her dedication to work and laisse-faire attitude, but she’s open to the idea. 

Eric Johnson - 56, MALE, HETERO, MARRIED 

 Eric comes from the small town of Midway, Kentucky, and 

considers himself to be an upstanding member of the primarily 

conservative Christian community. He works at the local auto 

parts store as the head manager and is known around town as a 

generally decent guy. Eric went to a technical school for two 

years, studying AutoCAD, but he’s spent most of his adult life 

working at the auto parts store.  

Eric has a wife and two kids. He met his wife in high school and 

they’ve been together ever since. He’s a firm man with high 

expectations of his family and friends, but he still manages to be 

considerate and compassionate for the most part. In his spare time, Eric enjoys sports and 

playing games with his kids. He’s semi-active with the church, frequently spending Sunday 

afternoons watching football with friends from church.  
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TESTING PROCEDURES AND RESULTS 

PRIMARY RESEARCH 

Before prototyping and user testing we spoke briefly with prominent tech blogger, podcaster, 

and author Robert Scoble (aka the “Scobleizer”). We knew Robert was a busy guy and 

probably wouldn’t have much time for us, but he seemed like an excellent resource because 

he personally made the transition from an extremely conservative to a much more liberal 

political perspective.  

 

We laid out the most basic outline of the project to Mr. Scoble and without having a detailed 

explanation of our specific conceptual solution to the project he replied that: 

 

Robert Scoble: “It sounds interesting. But I have been on both sides and I don't 

know that hearing their views will increase my empathy.” 

We went on to describe our game design solution at much greater length, finally asking him 

if he thought that our experiential method of helping characters in the game might foster 

some degree of empathy beyond simply hearing their opinions. 

Robert Scoble: “This would help.” 

We also asked him why he made the drastic transformation from far right to left.  

Robert Scoble: “A woman played a huge role ☺.” 

Not a huge amount of data to go on, but considering the source and his own 

transformative experience, in addition to being a member of the tech industry, 

we felt it was a good affirmation of our concept and goal. 
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We conducted user tests to get some feedback on the game’s design.  

User tested: Andy Hong, Alex’s younger brother 
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Q1: Please create your character. 

Action: He was able to easily identify where 

to put his name and which gender to select 

by clicking the “male” button.  

Q2: Please locate to the refugee activist in 

New York.  

 

Action: He did not have a difficult time 

locating the activist with an exclamation mark. He thought that the red and 

blue feature in the info page was interesting. 

However, on the image above, we have a list icon. He thought that button was 

a save button. Also, he could not think of what the phone button meant. While 

we missed the tutorial page on the prototype, he said that these kinds of 

games should have a tutorial page that tells the users what the game is about. 
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Thoughts: Instead of using the meter that looks like the one above, the meter 

below seemed to make more sense. Also, it would look nicer if the meters are 

colored red or blue. 

 

On the image above, he thought that there were too many words. There could 

be a better way to lessen the words used. For example, use “You:” and 

“Others” only once on the top of the screen. 
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While he thought that the prototype was pretty straight forward, he was 

confused about the goal or how the game ends. 

 

Usability Test with Piper Lacy: 

 

Task One:  

Create a Character within the game. 
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Result:  

Piper identified how to create a name for the character, but noticed that there 

was a last name option and that it was very “unusual”. He noted how most 

games do not ask for a last name and thought the request was not needed.  

He also noted how there were only Male or Female choices. As a transgender 

male, he was okay with selecting the Male option, but wishes there were more 

options for genders who do not identify as Male or Female. Piper noticed the 

play button and moved on to the next step. However, he was expecting to 

characterize an avatar. 
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Task Two: 

Locate an issue and learn about two different perspectives within it. 

Result:  

Piper clicked the play button from the main screen that presented him with a 

map. He noticed how there were different issues within different areas. He 

assumed that he would meet people with certain back stories within the issues. 

He was also surprised the game would confront such issues. He said he had no 

issues, but would be interested in how the game approaches them. 

Piper clicked on a dot of an issue and a pop up occurred. Piper was really 

confused about statistics and its role in the game. He noticed how there was a 

perspectives box and stated he would learn about them there. Piper was also 

able to connect the two videos to the perspectives, but wishes they would align 

with the corresponding perspective. 
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Task Three: 

Communicate one on one with a protester on the map. 

Results: 

Piper started the game and noticed a map with different characters. He was 

confused on which character was his own. He noticed the phone and figured 

the phone would be used to contact another character in the game for help. 
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Piper also noticed an exclamation mark above a character and noted that the 

character must be important. He clicked on the character and an interaction 

screen popped up. 

Piper was confused about the balance meter and wondered about its role in the 

game. Piper was also confused about the timer in the game and how it would 

play a role Piper could tell the 4 rounded boxes were choices. 
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Overall Thoughts: 

Piper is very intrigued with the game being based on real world events. Since 

Piper is very active in social justice, he is interested in learning about different 

perspectives.  

Still, Piper could not tell what the overall goal was or why he should play.  He 

was expecting to learn more information, but feels like he did not gain anything 

new. He wanted more clarifications on the issues and guidance on how to 

progress through the game. 

 

SECONDARY RESEARCH 

Our group played multiple games and searched for sources describing games 

that were said to provoke empathy or understanding in some way. Arguably 

the most influential games we played were PeaceMaker, The Walking Dead, 

This War of Mine, FairPlay, Undertale, and Executive Command. These games 

all shaped our ideas about evoking empathy or providing a new perspective, 

and they all contributed to our design in some way. 

 

Based on this research, we considered multiple potential concepts for our 

design:  

• An entirely fictional storyline revolving around two disparate but similar 

groups that weren’t obviously representative of America or Americans, 

with different but vaguely familiar issues and biases  

• A game with a darker theme where the player wandered the North 

American post-apocalyptic wasteland talking to people from both political 
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majorities and hearing their regrets about the biased actions and lack of 

empathy that led to some terrible war and caused the collapse of society 

• A more tactical game based around the appropriate management of 

money and resources and the opposing biases of those who deal in 

wealth and power 

• A game similar to the concept we landed on, except directly facing the 

issues by playing someone suffering due to that particular political bias 

(i.e. actually playing part of the game as a Syrian refugee) 

• Iterations upon the design we decided upon 

Ultimately, we conceptualized and iterated upon a design that we thought 

would be most effective at provoking a subtle but real change in the player, 

using and altering various aspects based on our research and our previous 

ideations.  

The final design is laid out in the wireframe walkthrough. 
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WORK FLOW 

How we approached the design brief for this project: 

 

 

Identifying the problem, creating personas

 
Conceptualizing the game with McCarthy Protocols 
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Naomi Lacy, filling out our concept with Alex Hong 

 

 
Alex Hong and Marlo Owczarzak, thinking hard 
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SKETCHES AND PROTOTYPES 

 

 

 
Early iteration on our concept 
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Intro screens sketch 

 

 
Conceptualizing gameplay screens  
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Conceptualizing gameplay screens  

 
Conceptualizing gameplay screens 
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Game flow sketch 

 

 

 
Iteration of initial play sketch 
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Interaction with other characters 

 

 
Sketch for institutional racism issue 
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Potential interaction screen sketch 

 

 
Paper prototyping 
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FINAL DESIGN / WIREFRAME WALKTHROUGH 

The following iterations upon the original design were the final product reached after user 

testing, and changes were based on both the suggestions of our users and flaws or issues 

that the team noticed over the course of testing and discussion. 

 

Title screen and character creation. The user enters their name and selects their gender (to 

be represented by their character in-game). If the player already has a game in progress, they 

can click on ‘Continue’ to continue playing. 

Starting out the game floating in space above the earth was intentional, intended to give the 

player a subtle feeling of having a broader perspective than they may naturally have, going 

into the game. 
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Playtest prototype of US map and issues/cities. The player selects one of the remaining cities 

they haven’t been to and the corresponding issue they’ll be tackling in that location. 

 

When the user selects one of the issues in one of the cities on the map screen, this info box 

opens, displaying statistics about the issue in question, the perspectives of citizens on both 

sides of the issue, and two news videos – one from a more liberal source and one from a 

more conservative network. 
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The player can choose to confront some or all the people with exclamation points over their 

heads. One or more of them will ask the player to help them in some way, in this case one of 

the characters might be a refugee who seeks help acclimatizing to the city. Icons on the bottom 

right lead to the game’s settings and the list of tasks and hints for the player to follow.  

 

Playtest prototype character interaction screen. The player has a limited amount of time to 

choose from one of four speech options during speech with another character. The options 

vary in degree and category of bias, the words seen here are placeholders for real dialogue. 
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Playtest prototype info screen for a list of active tasks, the player’s history of actions. Each 

task tells the player where in the game they left one or more issues uncompleted and offers 

a hint if the player is stuck. For instance, Task 1 might read: “New York City – Refugee crisis: 

Syrian woman and child ask for your help with acclimatizing to the neighborhood.” 

 

When the player completes an area, they’re shown a video correlating to the ending they 

caused. Then they see this screen showing how they reacted to the issue confronting them 

and how others around the world reacted. Every character from the location is listed, though 
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the player doesn’t necessarily talk to all of them. They can then choose to replay the 

scenario or continue to the next.  

 

When the player completes all of the issues, they see the end game screen comparing their 

results on every issue to everyone else’s results who has played the game. They can start a 

new game or replay any of the issues to more fully complete the game.  

The idea behind having a completion indicator was to provoke the desire in the user to 

replay some or all of the game in order to get a higher score (and thereby be exposed to 

differences in perspective and bias, ideally causing some slight change in the way the user 

perceives these issues).  
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Playtest prototype icons, indicators, gauges, buttons. We ultimately decided the bottom-most 

gauge was most intuitive, and measuring bias instead of balance was probably the more 

effective method for determining a player’s success in the game.  
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SKETCHES OF WHOLE GAME OF DESIGN 

 

Sketch by Naomi Lacy 

 

Sketch by Marlo Owczarzak 
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Sketch by Alex Hong 
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Sketch by Adam Wolf 
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